
#25 ODU vs. American 
Location: Norfolk, Va. 
Venue: Ted Constant Convocation Center 
Attendance: 277 
All Rankings are from InterMat 

FINAL SCORE: 
#25 ODU defeats American, 20-15 

125: # 7 James Nicholson (ODU) wins by decision over #16 Jasen Borshoff (American), 4-3 
133: Justin LaValle (ODU) wins by major decision over Thomas Williams (American), 10-2 
141: Jordan Lipp (American) wins by decision over Craig Wilson (ODU), 6-5 
149: #11 Kyle Borshoff (American) wins by fall over Cam Watkins (ODU), 3:29 
157: Joey Sheridan (ODU) wins by decision over Sean McCarty (American), 8-2 
165: #13 Chris Brown (ODU) wins by technical fall (4) over Tanner Shaffer (American), 21-6 
174: Eric Decker (ODU) wins by decision over Phillip Barreiro (American), 4-2 
184: #4 Mike Cannon (American) wins by decision over Joe Budi (ODU), 9-3 
197: #14 Jesse Strawn (ODU) wins by decision over Kenneth Clessas (American), 9-6 
285: Blake Herrin (American) wins by decision over Grant Chapman (ODU), 7-3 
 
Notes 

125: Takedown Nicholson midway through the first period (2-0)…Borshoff escapes (2-
1)…Nicholson started down to begin the second and escaped in seven seconds (3-1)…Borshoff 
begins down to start the third and Nicholson holds the advantage for 1:45 seconds until 
Borshoff got a reversal to tie the match 3-3…Nicholson wins by decision, 4-3, with 1:52 riding 
time.  
133: Takedown LaValle 10 seconds in, immediate escape Williams (2-1)…Second takedown for 
LaValle 45 seconds into the period and the freshman holds the advantage for the remainder of 
the period (4-1)…LaValle starts the second down and escapes in six seconds (5-1)…Williams 
starts on top to begin the third and LaValle gets a reversal in 15 seconds (7-1)…LaValle allows 
Williams to escape (7-2)…LaValle gets another takedown with 1:15 remaining in the period (9-
2)…LaValle holds onto the advantage to get the major with 3:38 of riding time.  
141: Takedown Wilson 23 seconds into the match (2-0)…Lipp escapes at the 2:18 mark (2-
1)…Lipp chooses down to start the second and escapes immediately (2-2)…Lipp gets a 
takedown 30 seconds into the period (4-2)…Wilson escapes (4-3)…Wilson starts down to begin 
the third and escapes in five seconds to tie the match at 4…Lipp gets a takedown 30 seconds 
into the third and Wilson escapes 15 seconds later (6-5)…Wilson could not record another score 
and falls 6-5. 



149: Borshoff gets a takedown with 45 seconds remaining in the opening period…Watkins 
chooses down to start the second…Borshoff records a pin at the 3:29 mark. 
157: Sheridan gets a takedown midway through the first (2-0) and holds the advantage for the 
remainder of the period…Sheridan starts down to open the second and escapes in 29 seconds 
(3-0)…Takedown Sheridan with five seconds remaining in the period (5-0)…McCarty starts down 
and escapes (5-1)…Takedown Sheridan and he allows McCarty up (7-2)...1:40 of riding time 
gives Sheridan the 8-2 decision. 
165: Takedown Brown just over a minute into the opening round (2-0)…Brown allows Shaffer 
up and records another takedown 20 seconds later (4-1)…Brown allows Shaffer up (4-2)…Brown 
gets his third and fourth takedowns in a span of 25 seconds to go up 8-3…Brown starts down to 
begin the third, gets an escape and a takedown prior to the midway points (11-3)…Brown 
allows him up and gets another takedown with 30 seconds left (13-4)…Shaffer starts up and 
Brown escapes in three seconds (14-4)…Brown gets another takedown with 1:39 left and allows 
Shaffer up (16-5)…Brown gets his second takedown of the third period with 1:20 to go (18-
5)…After a Shaffer escape, Brown gets his final takedown with two seconds remaining in the 
match (20-6)…With 2:56 of riding time, Brown wins via technical fall with no backpoints , 21-6. 
174: Decker gets a takedown 20 seconds into the match…Barreiro escapes with 20 seconds 
remaining in the period after Decker compiles over two minute of riding time (2-1)…Decker 
starts down to begin the second period and escapes (3-1) after Barreiro held the advantage for 
1:29…Barreiro starts down and Decker holds the advantage for 10 seconds before he escapes 
(3-2)…Decker holds off numerous charges from Barreiro and with 1:04 of riding time, wins 4-2. 
184: Takedown Budi 13 seconds into the opening period…Cannon gets an escape and a 
takedown in an eight second span to go up 3-2…Cannon starts down to open the second and 
escapes in six seconds (4-2)…Cannon gets a takedown 20 seconds into the period (6-2)…Point 
for Budi after a crossed hand technical violation was called on Cannon (6-3)…Stalling Budi, 
Cannon awarded one point (7-3)…Cannon starts down to open the third…Stalling on Budi 
makes the score 8-3...With 1:54 of riding time, Cannon wins 9-3. 
197: Strawn gets the matches first takedown just over a minute in and Clessas escapes (2-
1)…Strawn starts the second down and gets a reversal 15 seconds in (4-1)…Clessas escapes (4-
2)…Strawn gets another takedown midway through the period (6-2)…Clessas escapes with 25 
seconds to go and gets a takedown seven seconds later (6-5)…Clessas starts the third down and 
escapes in 38 seconds to tie the match at 6…Strawn gets a takedown midway through the final 
period (8-6)…With 1:47 of riding time, Strawn wins 9-6. 
285: Takedown Herrin with just over a minute remaining in the opening round (2-0)…Chapman 
escapes (2-1)…Chapman starts the second down and escapes in 16 seconds (2-2)…Herrin begins 
the final period down…Herrin escapes with 1:26 left in the match (3-2)…Herrin gets a take down 
with 1:06 left in the match (5-2)…Chapman escapes with 30 seconds remaining (5-3)...Herrin 
gets a takedown with one second remaining to win 7-3. 


